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Abstract
Child abuse (CA) puts women at risk for later victimization by a different
perpetrator, referred to as revictimization (RV); however, how this risk is conveyed is not
well understood. CA is associated with a diverse set of negative sequelae (e.g.,
posttraumatic symptomology, emotion regulation difficulties), many of which could
plausibly affect risk for RV. To date, most empirical studies of RV have mainly
compared groups of women with and without abuse and RV histories using variablecentered approaches. This approach has led to a focus on differences between abused and
non-abused women on a few CA-related variables tested at a time. Less attention has
been given to the heterogeneity among women with histories of abuse, limiting the field’s
ability to advance theory and identify mechanisms to target in interventions. Further,
correlates have rarely been tested in relation to how women respond to risky situations
(e.g., Messman-Moore & Brown, 2006), which is believed to contribute to RV risk (e.g.,
Marx et al., 2001). Given gaps in the literature, this project pursued three aims over two
studies. The first aim was to replicate findings from the literature that women with and
without abuse histories differed in their experience of negative CA-related variables. The
second aim sought to identify unique groups of college women characterized by negative
CA sequelae using person-centered analyses (latent class analysis, LCA). The CA
variables tested have been identified in the empirical literature, but not previously studied
simultaneously. The third and final aim was to develop a new and interactive risk
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recognition task that was also able to ethically assess response to risk. Findings from
these two studies suggest that women with similar abuse histories experience negative
CA sequelae differently, which could have important implications for the development of
RV theory. Moreover results from the chat room task suggest that women’s response to
risk is more nuanced than simply a deficit in risk detection, which could inform the
development of more efficacious interventions.
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Introduction
Child abuse (CA) puts women at risk for later revictimization (RV) by a different
perpetrator (Desai et al., 2002). The mechanisms by which CA increases victimization
risk are not well understood (Arata, 2002; Matlow, 2013; Messman-Moore & Long,
2003; Strøm et al., 2020), though difficulties in risk recognition have long been
implicated. Further, CA has been associated with a diverse set of negative sequelae (e.g.,
such as posttraumatic symptomology, interpersonal difficulties, maladaptive coping),
many of which could plausibly affect risk for RV.
To date, most empirical studies of RV have tended to compare groups of women
with and without abuse and RV histories using variable-centered approaches. This
approach has led to a focus on differences between abused and non-abused women on a
few CA-related variables tested at a time. Relatively little attention has been given to the
heterogeneity among abused women, which has limited the field’s ability to advance
theory and identify mechanisms to target in interventions. Further, CA-related variables
have rarely been tested in relation to how women respond to risky situations (e.g., Fisher
et al., 2000; Messman-Moore & Brown, 2006), which is believed to contribute to RV risk
(e.g., Marx et al., 2001). Given gaps in the literature, this project includes two studies
which pursued three aims.
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Study 1: The first aim of Study 1 was to compare women with and without abuse
histories on variables linked to CA in order to replicate previous findings from the
literature focused on differences between these groups (Analysis 1). The second aim of
Study 1 was to use a person-centered approach to test whether there was heterogeneity
within the group of women with abuse histories in their experience of CA-related
variables (Analysis 2). The CA-related variables tested have been identified in the
empirical literature, but not previously studied simultaneously.
Study 2: The aim of Study 2 was to advance methods for studying risk detection
by developing and piloting a new interactive risk recognition and response task.
A review of child abuse, negative sequelae, and revictimization is presented next
to provide background for Study 1. This is followed by a review of risk recognition and
response to provide background for Study 2.
Study 1: Child Abuse, Negative Sequelae, and Revictimization
Substantial research indicates that women with histories of CA are more likely to
experience a diverse set of negative outcomes (e.g., increased psychopathology,
maladaptive coping, emotion regulation difficulties; Loeb et al., 2002; Finkelhor et al.,
2011; Whiffen & MacIntosh, 2005) than women without such histories. Many of these
CA correlates have also been recognized as risks for RV, such as trauma characteristics
and appraisals (Noll, 2005), psychopathology (Norman et al., 2012), disinhibited
behavior (risky sexual behavior, Norman et al., 2012; substance use, Valenstein-Mah et
al., 2015), self-efficacy and locus of control (Anderson, 2015), interpersonal difficulties
(attachment, Hocking, Simons, & Surette, 2016; Kuijpers, van der Knaap, & Winkel,
2

2012; trust, Lutz-Zois et al., 2011; rejection sensitivity, Woerner, Kopetz, Lechner, &
Lejuez, 2016), beliefs about the acceptability of violence (Valdez, Lim, & Lilly, 2013),
and emotion dysregulation (Barret-Model, 2011; Messman-Moore et al., 2013).
In light of this literature, theorists have proposed that the negative variables
associated with CA contribute to increased risk for RV (e.g., Messman-Moore & Long,
2003). Building on this assumption, research has sought to compare groups of women
with and without abuse and/or RV histories on such variables to further elucidate possible
underlying CA-RV mechanisms. While results from such studies indicate that most
women who report CA also report higher symptoms than their counterparts without abuse
histories (Jonson-Reid et al., 2012), women with histories of CA and subsequent RV do
not always report all of the negative sequelae listed above (Lutz-Zois et al., 2011; Lilly et
al., 2014; Risser et al., 2006). For example, not all women with histories of CA engage in
substance use, and women who do engage in substance use may or may not also report
other CA sequelae, such as dissociation or interpersonal difficulties. In addition, not all
women who use alcohol do so for the same underlying reasons. Some might use alcohol
because of a tendency towards disinhibited behavior, while others because of a tendency
towards avoidant behavior. Thus, there is reason to hypothesize that women grouped by
abuse histories might differ in their experiences of symptoms related to CA, which in turn
might contribute to within group differences for RV risk and explain some of these
equivocal findings. As such, advancing theory underlying the association between CA
and RV requires that research further examine these correlates while taking into
consideration possible heterogeneity among women with histories of CA.
3

One method of capturing the heterogeneity within subgroups is to use personcentered methods. A person-centered approach seeks to test for intra- and inter-individual
differences in variables of interest within a group, and subsequently reveals the unique
heterogeneity within it (Nurius & Macy, 2008). Researchers have called for more personcentered approaches in the social sciences, specifically in studies of interpersonal
violence (Deliramich & Gray 2008; Nurius & Macy, 2008). For example, Nurius and
Macy (2008) pointed to heterogeneity in the outcomes of violence-exposed women and
argued that such variability might undermine the efficacy of prevention and intervention
programs. They further posited that a person-centered, as opposed to a variable-centered,
approach might help remedy and make sense of this observed heterogeneity, primarily by
seeking to illuminate intra and inter-individual differences which translate into unique
and heterogenous groups.
Little research has yet to use person-centered methods to identify subgroups of
female CA survivors characterized by their symptoms. In one rare example of a personcentered study, Macy, Nurius, and Norris (2007a) identified unique subgroups of women
characterized by their vulnerabilities to sexual assault: prior victimization, alcohol
consumption, relationship expectancies of the assailant, and assertive precautionary
habits. The latent class analyses identified four unique subgroups that the authors then
sought to test in a risk recognition task (Macy, Nurius, & Norris, 2007b) and found that
the subgroups behaved differently. Thus, prior research hints at the possibility of being
able to make sense of and illuminate RV mechanisms by taking into consideration and
combining risk factors.
4

Recognizing and studying the heterogeneity of women after CA can inform RV
prevention efforts. For example, interventions that target alcohol use as a way to prevent
RV may lead to different (if any) effects, depending on whether they address the other
potential underlying symptoms (e.g., disinhibition versus avoidance) which may be
driving the substance use and potentially risk for RV. In terms of risk detection and
response, identifying the underlying symptoms of disinhibition or avoidance matter, as
individuals engaging in these avoidant behaviors might process and act on information
differently than those engaging in disinhibited behaviors. Thus, there is evidence that
grouping women by their abuse history and examining their subsequent outcomes may
not be enough to encompass the possible nuances within each group. Instead, it might be
important to move towards determining if there are unique subgroups of women who
have all experienced CA but who diverge on negative sequelae experience.
Negative CA Sequelae
Person-centered approaches use measurements of multiple indicators to identify
latent subgroups of people within a population. To advance understanding of RV, this
project drew on the available literature to identify constructs implicated in the CA-RV
relationship. Below is a brief review of relevant constructs, which were used to identify
indicators measured in the current study.
Psychopathology
There is substantial evidence that psychopathology plays a role in the CA-RV
relationship. Most research has focused on the role of PTSD, depression, and/or
dissociation. However these results are equivocal as findings vary. For example, some
5

studies have found that PTSD predicted RV in college women (e.g., Messman-Moore &
Brown, 2009); while others have found that only specific PTSD symptoms, such as
hyperarousal, mediate the CA-RV relationship (Risser et al., 2006). Some evidence also
suggests that psychopathology might contribute indirectly to RV by increasing risk such
as through maladaptive coping (e.g., substance use) or decreasing the ability to notice
danger cues. Thus, these equivocal findings indicate that there are likely differences in
the effect of psychopathology on revictimization risk. Using a person-centered approach
might help us better understand whether women with abuse histories experience
psychopathology in a similar way, or if these equivocal findings might be in part
explained by unique differences in symptom experience.
Emotion regulation
Emotion regulation is defined as “the awareness and understanding […] of
emotions, ability to control impulsive behaviors and behave in accordance with desired
goals when experiencing negative emotions” (Gratz & Roemer, 2004, p. 42). Studies find
that individuals who are in dysregulated emotion states are less likely to pay attention to
their emotions as a source of important information (Gratz & Roemer, 2004) and are less
likely to recognize danger (Barret-Model, 2011). Emotion regulation also affects RV by
contributing to the severity of other factors, such as psychopathological symptoms
(Chang et al., 2018), attachment (Espeleta, Palasciano-Barton, & Messman-Moore,
2017), and increasing the use of maladaptive coping (e.g., risky sexual behaviors;
Messman-Moore, Walsh & DiLillo, 2010). Given its’ prominent role in revictimization
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risk, it will be important to determine whether all college women with histories of abuse
also report emotion regulation difficulties.
Trauma appraisals
Trauma appraisals are defined as the ways in which an individual interprets and
perceives their traumatic experiences (e.g., who is to blame, whether they deserved what
happened to them, etc.). Findings indicate that trauma appraisals contribute to RV risk
because women who feel more self-blame, shame, and guilt may believe they deserved
the abuse, and are more likely to experience mental health symptoms (Frazier,
2003; Koss et al., 2002 Ullman & Filipas, 2005), which is linked with increased risk for
RV. Appraisals can also undermine assertiveness, lower sense of self-efficacy, and
increase self-doubt. These appraisals can affect an individual’s ability to legitimize their
own abuse (e.g., believing they are “bad, dirty”; Furr, 2007) and, in turn, their ability to
advocate and protect themselves, including their ability to resist unwanted sexual
advances (i.e., RV). As such, trauma appraisals may play an important role in RV risk
and will be included in Study 1.
Substance use
Substance use has often been conceptualized as “maladaptive coping methods” in
the literature (Filipas & Ullman, 2006) and has been consistently demonstrated as a
predictor for RV. It is considered a risk factor as it impedes risk detection and response
(e.g., being incapacitated, unable to react quickly, etc.), and is often associated with
maladaptive beliefs around sex and substances that increase risk for sexual victimization
(Abbey, Zawacki, Buck, Clinton, & McAuslan, 2004). Further campus environments
7

where substances are more likely to be found (e.g., fraternities) are also environments
that perpetrators actively seek out to exploit victims (Boyle, 2015; Cohen & Felson,
1979). It will therefore be important to determine whether all women with abuse histories
report similar substance use as a coping method and will be included as an indicator in
Study 1.
Interpersonal difficulties
Researchers have sought to examine the role of interpersonal difficulties in the
CA-RV link because individuals who have experienced CA are more likely to experience
disrupted attachments, maladaptive trust schemas, or rejection sensitivity (Brenner &
Ben-Amitay, 2015; Lutz-Zois, et al., 2011; Woerner et al. 2016), all of which can
contribute to RV. Early disruptions of attachment through sexual victimization can lead
to avoidant or anxious attachments (Gold, Sinclair, and Balge, 1999; Hocking et al.,
2016) which can translate to unhealthy relationships dynamics and expectations (e.g.,
Cloitre, Cohen, & Scarvalone, 2002), subsequent exposure to violent relationships, and
decreased ability to leave. Interpersonal difficulties might also take the form of
maladaptive trust schemas, such as either an inability to trust or an inability to determine
who is trustworthy (Gobin & Freyd, 2014). Women who have experienced CA are also
more likely to experience rejection sensitivity, and may try to alleviate this fear of
rejection by putting others’ needs ahead of theirs, thereby increasing their own risk and
either ignoring danger clues or putting themselves in dangerous situations (Woerner et
al., 2016). Thus, there is evidence that CA can disrupt attachment and trust, but the
direction (i.e., overly trusting vs. no trust at all) in which it does so might differ across
8

women. As such, several indicators of interpersonal difficulties will be included in Study
1 to examine whether all women with abuse histories experience similar challenges or if
there are unique differences.
Study 2: Risk Recognition and Response
Both research and theory point to risk recognition as one of the potential
mechanisms that may increase risk for RV among CA survivors (e.g., Barret-Model,
2011; Chu et al., 2014). Risk recognition refers to the ability to detect danger in a social
situation. Several studies have documented associations between CA and impaired risk
recognition (Bockers et al., 2014; Soler-Baillo et al., 2005), suggesting that CA has an
impact on the ability to recognize danger, which then increases risk for RV. Though
several studies document the association between CA and impaired risk recognition
(Bockers et al., 2014; Soler-Baillo, et al., 2005), others have failed to find associations
(Breitenbecher & Gidycz, 1998; Chu et al., 2014; Walsh, 2010). In fact, there is
indication that, in some cases, early traumatic experience is associated with greater risk
detection skills (Jones, 2013; Naugle, 2000; Yeater & O'Donohue, 2002).
One explanation for these mixed results on risk recognition performance may be
due to the fact that women with CA histories differ in their ability to recognize risk based
on the constellation of CA symptoms they might be experiencing. CA, therefore, may
predict impaired risk recognition, but only for certain survivors who experience
symptoms that specifically affect recognition. For instance, when examining risk
recognition in individuals who had been non-victimized, singly victimized, or
revictimized, Volkert, Randjbar, Moritz, and Jelinek, (2013) found that sensation seeking,
9

but not PTSD, was associated with delayed risk recognition. Alternatively, Wilson,
Calhoun, and Bernat (1999) found that women with a history of sexual RV who were
experiencing posttraumatic arousal symptoms performed the same as non-victimized
women, whereas revictimized women who did not endorse arousal symptoms performed
worse. Thus, even only within individuals who have been revictimized, there was a
diverse performance in risk detection. These findings demonstrate the necessity of
looking at women with abuse histories as a heterogenous group of individuals who do not
all perform or experience their abuse in the same manner.
Being able to recognize risk is only part of the story, as the response to the
identified risk is also important. For example, Naugle (2000) found that even though
women who had a history of sexual victimization rated risk vignettes as risky, they were
still more likely to acquiesce to the vignette compared to women who did not have a
history of sexual victimization. Similarly, Volkert et al.’s (2013) study, where
participants with an RV history were asked to listen to a risky situation vignette and rate
when they would leave said potentially risky situation, demonstrated that participants
with PTSD symptoms were able to identify risk at the same rate but reported later exit
levels than other participants without PTSD. Thus, in order to better understand RV, risk
recognition is only half of the story, and understanding what individuals opt to do once
they’ve perceived risk is just as important to consider and address.
Examining in-vivo exposure to potential RV risk factors is ethically difficult to
observe. The majority of tasks in the literature understandably do not involve much
interactive and experiential exposure, and participants often listen or watch a vignette,
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complete computer tasks (e.g., the Stroop task), or answer questionnaires on behaviors in
response to a hypothetical assault. However, there are some interactive tasks, such as chat
room tasks (e.g., Dillon & Bushman, 2015) that can be ethically interactive and used for
observation, in which the participant can witness similar vignettes as mentioned above
occurring in real time to a confederate. Chat room tasks could address the limitations of
previous risk recognition tasks by measuring both recognition and response, as well as
providing a more externally valid task in which the participant is interacting in vivo with
confederates, as opposed to being asked to imagine proposed scenarios.
The majority of studies examining RV and risk detection have been in samples of
undergraduate women, a population that is at high risk of sexual victimization and RV
(Fedina et al., 2018; Marx et al., 2001; Mellins et al. 2017; Messman-Moore & Brown,
2006). Women of college age (16 to 24 years old) are four times more likely to
experience rape than women of other ages (Humphrey & Kahn, 2000), and women in
college are more at risk of sexual assault than women of the same age not in college
(Fisher et al., 2000). In fact, sexual assault is considered the most common of violent
crimes on college campuses (Sampson, 2003). Given this extensive evidence that the
college environment is highly associated with increased attempts and completed sexual
assaults, it is important to examine specific mechanisms associated with RV risk in
college women.
Analytic Strategy
This project pursued three aims over two studies. In the first aim, independent
sample t-tests were used to replicate previous findings from the literature and identify
11

differences on variables linked to CA between women with and without abuse histories
(Study 1, Analysis 1). In the second aim, a person-centered approach was used to identify
unique groups of women with abuse histories based on differences in their negative CA
sequelae experience (Study 1, Analysis 2). In Study 2, a novel, interactive task was
developed and tested with a subsample of participants from Study 1 to capture and
identify patterns in responses following risk recognition.

12

Methods
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) prior to data
collection. Study 1 was conducted online, whereas Study 2 was conducted in-person in
the laboratory. Only those who met inclusion criteria based on CA history were invited to
participate in Study 2. Methods and procedures are therefore separated into Study 1 and
Study 2.
Study 1 Methods
Study 1 Participants
Participants were college women earning credits for psychology classes, aged 18
to 33 years (N = 220, M = 19.77, SD = 1.70) recruited between 1/8/2020 and 6/6/2020.
Most participants were first year students (40%), 28% juniors, 22% sophomores, and
11% seniors. Seventy eight percent identified as white, 9% as Other, 7% as Asian/Pacific
Islander, 5% as Black or African American, 1% as Native American or Alaskan Native,
and 14% as Hispanic or Latinx.
Study 1 Measures
A series of well-validated measures were used to assess the constructs outlined in
the introduction. See Table 1 for a complete list of constructs and measures.
Trauma Characteristics
Trauma history
13

Trauma history was assessed by adapting the Adverse Child Experiences Scale
(ACES, Dube et al., 2003), a well-validated 10-item measure used nationally to assess for
child abuse experiences prior to the age of 18. Questions encompassed emotional abuse
(e.g., “Did a parent or other adult in the household often swear at you, insult you, put you
down, or humiliate you?”), sexual abuse (e.g., “Did an adult or close other such as a
significant other, friend or caretaker ever touch or fondle you or have you touch their
body in a sexual way?”), physical abuse (e.g., “Did a parent or other adult in the

14

Table 1
List of Constructs and Measures
Construct
Measure
Demographics
Age
Grade
Ethnicity
Trauma characteristics
Trauma history
Trauma Appraisals
CA sequelae
Substance use
Sensation seeking
Social Support
Rejection sensitivity
Attachment
Self-Esteem
Self-Efficacy
Sexual control
Psychopathology
Dissociation
Depression
Anxiety
PTSD
Emotion regulation
Participation in Research

Adverse Child Experiences Scale (ACES, Dube et al.,
2003)
Trauma Appraisal Questionnaire - Short Form (TAQSF, DePrince, et al., 2015)
Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (World
Health Organization; 1989)
The Self-Rating Sensation Seeking Scale–Form V (SSSV; Zuckerman, 1994)
Interpersonal Support Evaluation List - short form
(ISEL -12, Cohen et al., 1985)
Need to Belong Scale (Leary et al., 2013)
Experiences in Close Relationships – Short Form (ECRS, Wei et al., 2007)
The Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale (RSES, Rosenberg,
1989).
The General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE; Schwarzer &
Jerusalem, 1995)
Control subscale of the Sexual Self-Esteem Inventory
(SSEI; Zeanah & Schwartz, 1996)
Brief Dissociative Experiences Scale (Dalenberg &
Carlson, 2010)
Patient Heath Questionnaire (PHQ-9, Spitzer et al.
1999)
General Anxiety Disorder Assessment (GAD, Spitzer
et al. 2006)
Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS; Foa, et al., 1997)
Emotion Regulation Scale-short form (DERS-SF,
Kaufman et al., 2016)
Response to Research Participation Questionnaire
(RRPQ; Newman & Kaloupek, 2001, 2004)
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household often push, grab, slap, or throw something at you?”), neglect (e.g., “Did you
often feel that you didn’t have enough to eat, had to wear dirty clothes, and had no one to
protect you?”), exposure to domestic violence (e.g., “Was your mother or stepmother
often pushed, grabbed, slapped, or had something thrown at her?”) as well as other
important stressors including parental divorce or having a parent incarcerated. Abuse
history in this study was defined as reporting at least one incident of emotional, physical,
sexual abuse, neglect or witnessing domestic violence (DV) in a participant’s lifetime.
The measure was adapted to inquire whether any of these experiences also occurred after
the age of 18. Revictimization in this sample was defined as experiencing at least one
incidence of emotional abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse, neglect, or witnessing DV
prior to age of 18 and also at least one incidence after the age of 18.
Appraisals
Trauma-related appraisals were measured using the Trauma Appraisal
Questionnaire, short-form (TAQ-short form, DePrince et al., 2015). This 30-item
questionnaire assesses appraisals categorized into six different domains including
betrayal (e.g., “The people that I was supposed to trust the most hurt me”), self-blame
(e.g., “The event happened because I wasn’t careful enough”), fear (e.g., “I am not safe”),
alienation (e.g., “Even though I have friends, I am still lonely”), anger (e.g., “I want to
physically hurt the people or thing that made the event happen”), and shame (e.g., “I feel
disgust”). For each item, participants were asked “how much do you agree or disagree
with the description of your thoughts, feelings or experiences at this moment?” on a scale
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Higher scores indicated more negative
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trauma appraisals. Cronbach’s alphas were as follows: TAQ total (30 items) alpha = .95,
TAQ betrayal (5 items) alpha = .85, TAQ self-blame (5 items) = .85, TAQ fear (5 items)
= .81, TAQ alienation (5 items) alpha = .87, TAQ anger (5 items) alphas = .84, and TAQ
shame (5 items) alphas = .87.
Negative Child Abuse Sequelae
Substance use
Alcohol use was measured using the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test
(AUDIT, World Health Organization, 1989), a 10-item questionnaire enquiring about
alcohol usage within three domains, alcohol intake, alcohol dependence, and alcohol
related harm. Responses ranged from 0 to 4, with higher scores indicating higher alcohol
use, dependence, and alcohol related harm. Cronbach’s alpha was .77.
Sensation seeking
The Self-Rating Sensation Seeking Scale–Short Form V (SSS-V; Zuckerman,
1994) was used to measure sensation seeking behaviors. Participants were given 13 pairs
of statements and asked to select which one best describes them (e.g., “I enter cold water
gradually, giving myself time to get used to it OR I like to dive or jump right into the
ocean or a cold pool”). Higher scores indicated higher sensation seeking. Cronbach’s
alpha for this scale was .63.
Interpersonal difficulties
Interpersonal support was measured using the Interpersonal Support Evaluation
List - short form (ISEL -12, Cohen et al., 1985). This 12-item measure assesses for
perceptions of social support on three different domains, appraisal support (e.g., “I feel
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that there is no one I can share my most private worries and fears with”), belonging
support (e.g., “I don't often get invited to do things with others”) and tangible support
(e.g., “If I had to go out of town for a few weeks, it would be difficult to find someone
who would look after my house or apartment”), on a scale from 1 (definitely false) to 4
(definitely true). Scores were reversed such that higher scores indicated lower support.
Cronbach’s alpha values were as follows: ISEL Total (12 items) alpha = .90, ISEL
appraisal support (4 items) alpha = .79, ISEL belonging support (4 items) alpha = .83,
and ISEL tangible support alpha = .80.
Rejection sensitivity
Desire for acceptance and belonging was assessed using the Need to Belong Scale
(Leary et al., 2013). Participants were asked how much they agreed (1 = strongly disagree
to 5 = strongly agree) with 10 different statements related to their feelings of belonging
and acceptance (e.g., “I try hard not to do things that will make other people avoid or
reject me”). Higher scores indicated higher need to belong. Cronbach’s alpha for this
scale was .80.
Attachment
Attachment in romantic relationships was measured using the Experiences in
Close Relationships – Short Form (ECR-S, Wei et al., 2007). The ECR-S measures two
domains within attachment, anxiety (e.g., “I need a lot of reassurance that I am loved by
my partner”) and avoidance (e.g., “I try to avoid getting too close to my partner”), over
12 items on a response scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
Items were reversed scored such that a higher scored indicated higher avoidance and
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anxiety in relationships. Cronbach’s alpha values were as follows: ECRS Total (12 items)
alpha = .77, ECRS anxiety (6 items) alpha = .77, ECRS avoidance (6 items) alpha = .81.
Self-esteem
The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1989) was used to measure selfesteem. This 10-time scale encompasses questions related to both positive (e.g., “I feel
that I have a number of good qualities”) and negative (e.g., “All in all, I am inclined to
feel like I am a failure”) feelings about the self, using a 4-point Likert scale, ranging from
1 (strongly agree) to 4 (strongly disagree). Five items were reversed such that higher
scores indicated lower self-esteem. Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was .90.
Self-efficacy
The General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSE; Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 1995) is a 10item measure that seeks to capture an individual’s perceived sense of self-efficacy, or
belief in their ability to cope with and adapt to novel tasks and adversity (e.g., “I can
usually handle whatever comes my way”). Questions use a 4-point Likert scale, ranging
from 1 (not at all true) to 4 (exactly true). The scale was reversed so that higher scores
indicated lower self-efficacy. Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was .75.
Sexual control
The control subscale of the Sexual Self-Esteem Inventory (SSEI; Zeanah &
Schwartz, 1996) was used to assess for how much control women felt in their sexual
interactions (e.g., “I feel like I could be easily talked into sexual activities I don't want”).
The subscale is composed of 16 items using a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1
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(strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). Four items were reversed such that higher scores
indicated less control. Cronbach’s alpha for this subscale was .90.
Psychopathology
Dissociation.The Brief Dissociative Experiences scale (Dalenberg & Carlson,
2010) is an 8-item measure that assesses for dissociative experiences (e.g., “People,
objects, or the world around me seem strange or unreal”). Questions use a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (more than once a day). Higher scores indicated
higher likelihood of dissociative experiences. Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was.78.
Depression. The depression module from the Patient Heath Questionnaire (PHQ9, Spitzer et al., 1999) was used to assess for depression symptoms (e.g., “Feeling down,
depressed, or hopeless”). The PHQ-9 is composed of 9 items using a 4-point Likert scale
ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4 (nearly every day). While this measure provides cut off
scores to diagnose depressive disorders, it was summed here for the purpose of the
analyses. Thus, higher scores indicated higher numbers of depressive symptoms.
Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was .89.
Anxiety. The General Anxiety Disorder Assessment (GAD, Spitzer et al., 2006)
was used to assess for anxiety symptoms. This well validated measure includes 7 items
on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4 (nearly every day) and asks about
various symptoms used to diagnose anxiety (e.g., “Worrying too much about different
things”). Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was .91.
PTSD. The Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS; Foa et al., 1997) was used to
assess for post traumatic symptomology. The original scale is composed of 49 items that
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screen and assess for trauma. Only the symptom assessment portion of the measure was
used here. The 17 items inquire about the intensity and frequency of PTSD symptoms
using use a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4 (almost always).
Cronbach’s alpha for this scale was .92.
Emotion regulation
Items from the Difficulty in Emotion Regulation Scale-short form (DERS-SF,
Kaufman et al., 2016) was used to measure emotion regulation difficulties. Fifteen items
inquired about participant’s ability to understand and accept emotions, ability to engage
in goal directed behaviors, and effective emotion regulation strategies. Questions used a
5-point Likert Scale ranging from 1 (almost never) to 5 (almost always). For the purpose
of the analyses, the scale was summed and only the mean of all items was used.
Cronbach’s alpha was .86.
Reaction to Research Participation Questionnaire
Reactions to participating in the research was assessed using the Reaction to
Research Participation Questionnaire (RRPQ, Newman & Kaloupek, 2001, 2004), a 23item measure which assesses 5 different domains of research participation. The first three
domains assess for benefits in participating (Personal Benefits, Global Evaluation,
Participation), and the last two evaluate for costs (Emotional Reactions, Perceived
Drawbacks) using a 5-point response Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). Personal Benefits measures individual insight and meaning associated to
participation (e.g., “I gained something positive from participating”). Global Evaluation
inquires about beliefs on the importance and integrity of the research process (e.g., “I
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believe this study’s results will be useful to others”). Participation measures perceptions
about the importance of research and ability to stop at any time (e.g., “I felt I could stop
participating at any time”). Emotional Reactions assesses whether the participant
experiences unexpected and negative emotions during the research process (e.g., “I
experienced intense emotions during the research session and/or parts of the study”).
Finally, Perceived Drawbacks evaluates for any negative perceptions or regret in
participating (e.g., “I found participating boring”). Cronbach’s alpha values were as
follows: Personal Benefits (4 items) = .79, Global Evaluation (5 items) = .78,
Participation (4 items) = .65, Emotional Reactions (4 items) = .86, Perceived Drawbacks
(6 items) = .79.
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Study 1 Procedures
Participants were invited to participate in a “Building Social Skills in Online
Platforms Study,” which was advertised to students enrolled in psychology classes as a
study seeking to identify experiences and skills that may relate to interpersonal
effectiveness in online environments. Interested participants could access the study
through their campus research website, after which they were directed to an online secure
survey portal. Participants were first oriented to consenting procedures. These included a
consent form and consent “quiz” in which participants had two attempts to complete a
brief questionnaire to ensure comprehension of study protocols and participant rights. If
they passed this initial quiz, they were invited to continue to the rest of the study. If they
were unable to complete the quiz, they were redirected to a page indicating they were no
longer eligible for the study. Each student who completed the study received credit for
participation, regardless of how many questions were skipped. Questionnaires took
approximately thirty minutes to one hour to complete. Eight participants failed the
consent quiz and were not enrolled in the study. In addition to the 8 individuals who
failed the quiz, 7 participants entered their information twice, and 16 entered incomplete
information (e.g., their ID only).
Study questionnaires included 17 self-report measures. Following study
questionnaires, participants were administered the RRPQ (RRPQ, Newman et al., 2001)
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to assess the cost–benefit ratio for participation in the research project. If a
participantanswered ‘agree’ or ‘strongly agree’ on items “the research made me think
about things I didn’t want to think about” and/or “I experienced intense emotions during
the research session and/or parts of the study,” participants were asked whether they
would like a referral to a campus-based mental health support team. Six anonymous
referrals were made. In addition, all participants, regardless of their answers on the
RRPQ, were provided with a list of on- and off- campus confidential resources. For
participants who answered in the affirmative on experiencing at least one incident of
emotional, physical, sexual abuse, witnessing domestic violence or neglect, a message
appeared after the RRPQ to notify participants that they were eligible for an additional
study and inquired about their interest in participating. For those who expressed interest,
an automatic scheduling link was sent to an email of their choice. Please refer to the
Study 2 methods section for the full procedures detail.
Validity check
Two questions were interspersed in the measures for validity. Both questions
asked the participant to select a specific answer. If participants selected both answers
wrong, their answers were considered invalid and omitted from the study. No participant
answered both validity checks incorrectly.
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Study 1 Data Analysis
Two main analyses were conducted in Study 1. First, independent sample t-tests
were conducted to confirm that women with and without abuse histories in the sample
differed on a series of negative CA sequelae previously identified in the literature. IBM
SPSS Statistics Version 27 was used to conduct these analyses (Analysis 1).
A second analysis was then conducted to determine whether unique groups of
women with histories of abuse could be identified by their latent experiences of negative
CA sequelae, using a latent class analysis (LCA). In order to determine the final model in
the LCA, and because there is no single “best” method for comparing models with
differing number of classes (Masyn, 2013), a host of fit indices were examined.
Specifically, models with increasing numbers of classes were run until the model was no
longer identified either statistically or empirically. Fit indices for each of the tested
models were then examined to identify two to three models that may be possible
candidates, which were then explored in depth (e.g., prioritizing parsimony, comparing
absolute and relative fits, exploring how and if latent classes make empirical sense) to
determine the final model. Though the LCA determined which constellation of sequelae
group together, the variables used are grounded in research, which demonstrate that intraand inter-personal variables all contribute to RV risk. Mplus statistical modeling software
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(Version 7; Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2012) was used to conduct these analyses (Analysis
2).
Power
There is no standard rule for establishing the appropriate sample size for adequate
power in latent class models (Gudicha, 2015; Muthén & Muthén, 2002). Power in latent
class models is affected by the level of significance, the sample size, and effect size
(Cohen, 1988) as well as the amount of indicator variables, number of classes, and class
proportions (Gudicha, 2015). Suggested methods for statistical power computation use
Wald tests (Gudicha, 2015) or the Bootstrap likelihood ration test (BLRT, Dziak et al.
2014). Thus, power was monitored during the class enumeration procedures mentioned
above.
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Study 1 Results
Trauma History
Of the 220 women who participated, more than half (n = 123, 56%) reported
histories of at least one incident of emotional abuse, physical abuse, sexual abuse,
neglect, or witnessing domestic violence in their lifetimes. Participants most frequently
reported emotional abuse (46%), followed by physical (22%) and sexual abuse (21%).
Eight percent of participants reported neglect, and another 8% witnessed domestic
violence. Of those who reported abuse, 31% (n = 38) had experienced RV, and 50% (n =
61) had experienced more than one type of abuse (Table 2).
Table 2
Frequency of Abuse Type Reported in Sample
Emotional Physical
Abuse
Abuse
62
34
Before 18 only
9
5
After 18 only
30
9
Both before and after 18 (RV)
101
48
Total incidence of abuse

Sexual
Abuse
28
10
8
46

Neglect
13
0
5
18

Witnessing
DV
13
1
4
18

N = 220
Histories Without Revictimization
Eighty-four women reported at least one incident of emotional, physical, and/or
sexual abuse either before or after the age of 18, but not both. The majority of this sample
reported emotional, physical, and/or sexual abuse prior to the age of 18 (n = 71). Of
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those, 38% (n = 27), reported experiencing more than one type of abuse. Thirteen
participants reported abuse only after the age of 18, 39% (n = 5) of which also
experienced more than one type of abuse.
Revictimization History
Of the 38 women who reported RV, twelve reported one type of abuse (emotional
abuse, n = 10, sexual abuse n = 1, and physical abuse n = 1). For example, some women
reported emotional abuse before and after the age of 18, but did not report any other
abuse type (i.e., physical or sexual abuse, neglect, witnessing DV). All other (n = 26)
participants experienced more than one type of abuse. For example, some women
reported sexual abuse before the age of 18 and emotional abuse after the age of 18, or
both neglect and physical abuse before the age of 18 and emotional abuse after the age of
18.
Negative CA Sequelae
Descriptive statistics for negative CA sequelae are included in Table 3. Having an
abuse history was defined by reporting at least one incident of emotional, physical, sexual
abuse, neglect or witnessing DV in their lifetime.
Analysis 1
Independent Sample t-Test
Independent samples t-tests were conducted to determine whether women differed
in symptoms based on their abuse histories (Table 4).
Results indicated that women who reported histories of abuse scored on average
higher than women who did not report histories of abuse on symptoms related to
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emotional dysregulation, self-esteem, PTSD, anxiety, depression, negative trauma
appraisals, dissociation, attachment, sexual confidence, and social support. Effect sizes
were generally in the medium range (from d = .34 to d = .63).
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Table 3
Mean and Standard Deviations of Negative CA Sequelae (Full
Sample)
Self-Efficacy
Emotional Disregulation
Self-Esteem
Sensation Seeking
Alcohol Use
PTSD
Anxiety
Depression
Trauma Appraisals
Alienation
Anger
Betrayal
Fear
Self-blame
Shame
Dissociation
Attachment
Sexual Confidence
Need to Belong
Social Support
Appraisal
Belonging
Tangible

N

M

SD

220
220
220
220
220
217
220
220
220

-31.94
37.00
20.33
6.55
5.62
34.28
14.06
15.80
64.62

3.19
9.40
6.38
2.57
4.33
14.60
5.34
5.67
67.50

220
220
220
220
220

6.63
6.23
6.96
6.28
6.72

67.22
67.24
67.20
67.24
67.21

220
220
217
210
220
220
220
220
220

6.45
14.32
43.32
40.80
36.08
-38.80
-13.16
-12.57
-13.09

67.23
5.49
11.58
14.91
6.85
7.11
2.83
2.74
2.58
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Table 4
Independent Samples t-Test Comparing Negative CA Sequelae on Abuse History

df

M
Abuse
(n = 123)

M
No abuse
(n = 97)

p
(two tailed)

Cohen’s
d

Self-Efficacy
Emotional
Disregulation
Self-Esteem

218

-31.85

-32.04

.67

.06

218

38.89

34.62

.00**

.47

218

21.19

19.25

.03*

.31

Sensation Seeking

218

6.65

6.41

.50

.01

Alcohol Use

218

5.88

5.30

.33

.13

PTSD

215

38.20

29.43

.00**

.63

Anxiety

218

15.00

12.87

.00**

.41

Depression

218

17.08

14.19

.00**

.53

Trauma appraisals

217

65.33

54.10

.00**

.49

Dissociation

218

15.46

12.88

.00**

.48

Attachment

215

45.50

40.52

.00**

.44

Sexual Confidence

208

42.97

38.02

.02*

.34

Need to Belong

218

36.00

36.18

.85

-.03

Social Support

218

-37.07

-41.00

.00**

.57

**p < .01; *p <.05; higher scores mean more symptoms
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Analysis 2
The first analysis confirmed that women with abuse histories differed in their
experience of negative CA sequelae compared to women who did not have an abuse
history in this sample. To test whether women with abuse histories experienced negative
CA sequelae differently, a LCA was conducted with only those participants who had
reported abuse. One hundred and twenty-three women were included in this analysis.
Self-report measures were transformed into z-scores. The z-score reflects a standard
normal distribution, which has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
Model Selection
Models with increasing number of classes were run until the model was no longer
identified either statistically or empirically. In order to determine the final model, five fit
indices were examined (Masyn, 2013; see Table 5). Four models were identified.
However, the four-class model identified a subgroup that included only 4 participants,
which is difficult to reconcile empirically and limits empirical interpretability (Geiser,
2013). Thus, this model was no longer considered, and a comparison between a two-class
and three-class model was conducted. Compared to a two-class solution, the three-class
solution had a lower BIC value, a higher entropy (0.91 > 0.87), and both the log
likelihood value identified by the Lo-Mendell-Rubin test (LMRT), and the bootstrappedlikelihood ratio test (BLRT) were significantly smaller (p < 0.00). Given these fit
statistics, a three-class solution was selected.
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Three Class Solution
The three classes corresponded to subgroups of college women characterized by
patterns of negative CA sequelae that appeared to fall into “low,” “medium,” and “high”
symptoms groups (Figure 1).
Subsequent one-way ANOVA analyses were conducted to examine how and on
which constructs these three groups differed from each other. For significant results, posthoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test were carried out (Table 6).
One-way ANOVAs indicated that the three classes significantly differed from
each other such that the “low symptom” group endorsed significantly lower sequelae than
that of the “medium symptom” group, who in turn scored significantly lower than the
“high symptom” group specifically in the domains of self-efficacy, emotional regulation
difficulties, self-esteem, sensation seeking, PTSD, anxiety, depression, trauma appraisals,
dissociation, attachment, sexual insecurity, need to belong, and social support. Groups
did not differ in their alcohol use.
The first group (n = 52), the “low symptom” group, endorsed consistently low
scores across all abuse sequelae. When examining their abuse experience, this group was
primarily composed of women who had endorsed abuse at one time only (n = 47) and
only a few had experienced RV (n = 5) (Table 7).
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Table 7
Abuse History by Group
Low
% (n)
No RV
90 (47)
RV
10 (5)
Total
100 (52)

Medium
% (n)
45 (22)
55 (27)
100 (49)

High
% (n)
73 (16)
27 (6)
100 (22)

The second group (n = 49), the “medium symptom” group, endorsed higher
negative CA sequelae than the “low symptom” group and lower than the “high symptom”
group. This subgroup of women was almost equally distributed between having
experienced abuse only (n = 22) and RV (n = 27).
The third group (n = 22), the “high symptom” group, endorsed experiencing high
symptoms across most domains. Of note, the majority of women in this group had
experienced abuse only (n = 16) compared to only 6 who had experienced RV.
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Table 5
Latent Class Analysis 2 Fit Indices for Solutions With 1, 2, 3, & 4 Classes (Analysis 2)
N classes

N parameters BIC

LMR ratio

1

28

4970.62

-

2

43

4631.57

3

58

4

73

LMR p-value BLRT

BLRT p-value Class Size

Entropy

-

-

-

123

-2417.94

1.00

-2417.94

0.00

74/49

0.87

4551.86

-2212.32

0.00

-2212.32

0.00

52/49/22

0.91

4564.23

-2136.38

0.17

-

-2136.38

0.00

52/4/45/22

0.93
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Note: Abbreviations: BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; LMR, Lo–Mendell–Rubin likelihood ratio; BLRT, Bootstrap
Likelihood Ratio Test.
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Figure 1
Three Groups Characterized by Latent Experience of Negative Sequelae Following Abuse
2
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Table 6
One-way and Post-Hoc Analyses Between Subgroups Characterized by Patterns of Symptoms
Medium
Full sample
Low Symptom
High Symptom
Symptom
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N = 123

n = 52

n = 49

n = 22

Low vs.
Medium

Medium
vs. High

Low vs.
High

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

p

p

p

Self-Efficacy

-31.85 (3.24)

-32.83 (2.65)

-30.76 (2.85)

-32 (4.48)

Emotional Disregulation

38.85 (9.87)

31.29 (5.7)

42.83 (6.98)

48.86 (9.6)

.003*
<.001**

.27
.004*

.55
<.001**

Self-Esteem

21.33 (6.83)

17.2 (5.41)

22.56 (5.4)

28 (6.35)

<.001**

<.001**

<.001**

Sensation Seeking

6.65 (2.61)

6.88 (2.49)

5.94 (2.6)

7.73 (2.57)

.16

.02*

.38

Alcohol Use

6.95 (4.31)

6.38 (3.87)

6.73 (3.98)

8.89 (5.61)

38.27 (15.91)

26.02 (8.54)

40.52 (10.52)

60.19 (11.97)

.99
<.001**

.40
<.001**

.38
<.001**

15 (5.51)

10.9 (3.39)

16.02 (3.91)

22.41 (3.45)

<.001**

<.001**

<.001**

17.08 (6.1)

12.5 (2.85)

17.88 (3.63)

26.14 (5.19)

<.001**

<.001**

<.001**

Trauma appraisals

65.57 (25.51)

46.59 (13.06)

71.17 (18.86)

98.9 (21.72)

<.001**

<.001**

<.001**

Dissociation

15.42 (5.82)

11.5 (2.88)

15.74 (3.72)

24 (5.24)

<.001**

<.001**

<.001**

Attachment

45.54 (12.04)

39.5 (12.07)

48.51 (10.62)

53 (7.96)

<.001**

.26

<.001**

Sexual Confidence

42.9 (16.47)

33.65 (13.57)

46.43 (14.47)

57.74 (13.78)

<.001**

.02*

<.001**

36 (7.4)

34.17 (6.34)

36.76 (7.87)

38.64 (7.87)

.18

.57

.05

-37.12 (7.49)

-41.44 (5.42)

-35.31 (6.74)

-30.52 (7.25)

<.001**

.01*

<.001**

PTSD
Anxiety
Depression

Need to Belong
Social Support
** p < 0.001; * p <.05

RRPQ
Reactions to participation in research were assessed using the RRPQ. First, the
mean of each scale was computed and compared to the neutral point, 3. All three positive
scales were significantly greater than 3: Personal Benefits: t(219) = 12.41, p= 0.00,
Global Evaluation: t(219) = 50.46, p= 0.00, Participation: t(219) = 40.30, p= 0.00. In the
negative scales, both the Emotional Reaction and Perceived Drawback scales were
significantly below 3 (t(219) = -3.172, p= 0.00; (t(219) =- 24.68, p= 0.00; respectively),
indicating general disagreement that participating in research costs them emotionally
(e.g., “The research made me think about things I didn’t want to think about,” “I
experienced intense emotions during the research session and/or parts of the study”) or
that it was inconvenient (e.g., “Participating in this study was inconvenient for me,” “I
found participating boring”). Benefit-to-cost ratios were then calculated using paired
sample t-tests. The Personal Benefits, Global Evaluation, and Participation scales were all
significantly greater than the Emotional Reactions scale (t(219) = 22.08, p < .001; t(219)
= 19.63, p < .001; t(219) = 10.54, p < .001; respectively) indicating that the benefits of
participating outweighed any emotional costs. The three positive scales were also
significantly greater than Perceived Drawbacks (t(219) = 39.05, p < .001; t(219) = 36.33,
p < .001; t(219) = 20.98, p < .001, respectively) indicating that benefits also outweighed
any perceived inconveniences in participating in the study.
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Study 1 Discussion
The aim of Study 1 was two-fold. First, to confirm that women who reported an
abuse history differed in their experience of negative CA sequelae compared to women
who had not reported such a history (Analysis 1). Analysis 1 sought to replicate findings
in the literature in which groups of women are primarily compared based on their abuse
histories, giving little attention to the possible heterogeneous experience of sequelae that
women with abuse histories might have. The second analysis sought to test whether
women who had reported abuse could be characterized into unique groups defined by
their experiences of negative CA sequelae (Analysis 2). These abuse-related sequelae
have been previously identified in the literature, but not previously studied
simultaneously.
Abuse Prevalence and Negative Correlates
Fifty-six percent of college women in the sample reported at least one incident of
abuse in their lifetime, which is consistent with previous research in college samples that
estimate between 20% to 40% of college students have histories of maltreatment
(e.g., Duncan, 2000; Freyd et al., 2001; Gibb et al., 2009; Welsh et al., 2017).
Frequencies of abuse might be slightly higher in this sample as abuse was measured as
whether or not it had occurred (yes/no) compared to severity of occurrence (e.g., Gibb et
al., 2009; Welsh et al., 2017). Approximately 1 in 5 of the sample also reported physical
abuse and one 1 in 5 reported sexual abuse, which is also consistent with college-aged
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women’s experiences in previous research (Elliott et al., 2009). Of those who reported
abuse, thirty percent had a RV history. Mean differences of negative CA sequelae were
examined using independent t-tests. Women with abuse histories reported higher negative
sequelae thanwomen without abuse histories in the domains related to emotional
dysregulation, self-esteem, PTSD, anxiety, depression, trauma appraisals, dissociation,
attachment, sexual confidence, and social support. These findings join the substantial
amount of literature indicating that child abuse is linked with significantly negative
outcomes (Bulik et al., 2001; Gilbert et al., 2009; Widom, 1999). As mentioned above,
however, using abuse history as the sole differentiating variable between groups might
limit our understanding of RV mechanisms as it ignores possible differences in symptom
experience among women with abuse histories. The second analysis sought to identify
subgroups of women with abuse histories.
Person-Centered Approach
A LCA was then conducted only including participants with abuse histories. The
purpose of only examining this sample was to test whether heterogenous groups of
women could be identified by their unique patterns of sequelae experience. Three groups
emerged, indicating that women with abuse histories differed in their experience of
negative CA sequelae. While this LCA was exploratory in nature, I anticipated unique
groups to emerge with wide within-group symptom variability. Indeed, as illustrated in
the introduction, there is significant variability across studies in the presence and role of
CA correlates, such that studies can be inconsistent with each other (e.g., the role of
PTSD in RV risk), or describe drastically different outcomes (e.g., women becoming
overly trusting or overly detached). I wondered if these equivocal findings could be
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attributed to the heterogeneity of sequelae experience of CA survivors, and expected to
find unique groups defined by diverse constellations of symptomology (e.g., low
substance use and high anxiety in one group, high substance use and low anxiety in
another). Instead, the main difference between each group was defined by their
experience of “low symptom,” “medium symptom,” or “high symptom.” Unlike what I
had anticipated, the groups were mostly homogeneous in the levels of sequelae
experienced, such that, for example, the “high symptom” group experienced higher
scores in almost all the variables measured compared to that of the “medium symptom”
and “low symptom” groups.
Interestingly, higher symptomology did not equate to more abuse experiences.
The “high symptom” group was primarily composed of women who had reported abuse
either before or after the age of 18, but not both. In fact, the group with the most women
who reported RV was in the “medium symptom” group and included an almost equal
amount of women who had not reported revictimization. These results show that
grouping women by abuse history alone would not be able to accurately predict trauma
related outcomes, or that similar histories of abuse do not always result in similar
symptom outcomes. This finding is consistent with Nurius & Macy (2008) who advocate
for person-centered research for this very reason. Thus, for the purpose of advancing our
theoretical understanding of RV, results from this study support the idea that a linear,
“dose-response” relationship between violence exposure and negative outcomes does not
accurately represent women’s experiences (Nurius & Macy, 2008) and that using abuse
history as the only grouping variable might result in omitting important nuances in
trauma related symptom experience.
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Three Unique Groups
As noted above, higher symptomology was not automatically associated with
more significant abuse experiences, such that the majority of women with revictimization
histories were represented in the “medium symptom” group. The literature would suggest
that, given their high symptomology, the “high symptom” group would be the one most
likely to include women with a history of RV. It is unclear what about the “medium
symptom” group is different that would explain why women with RV histories are
primarily in this group. It is possible that women in this second group are particularly
resilient, or have protective factors that those in the “high symptom” group do not. More
research is required to fully understand why women in the “medium symptom” group
would be more likely to experience RV than women in the “high symptom” group.
It is possible that further information about women’s abuse histories might help
elucidated these results (e.g., severity and frequency of the abuse has been linked with
worse outcomes, Kendler et al., 2000; and perhaps those in the high symptom group
experienced one type of abuse over a long period of time). However, these results might
also indicate that, in order to advance RV theory, we need to move away from grouping
women by their abuse only, and focus on their experience, and use sequelae experience,
rather than trauma, as possible predictors of risk (see Final Discussion).
Results from this study might also speak to expanding our research to incorporate
more ecological factors. Indeed, several researchers have advocated to expand analyses to
incorporate other identified risk factors within the ecological context, such as societal or
cultural factors (Messman-Moore & Long, 2003).
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This study indicates that using abuse history as a grouping variable does not
capture the nuance of abuse experience. The LCA demonstrated that women with a
history of abuse were not a homogenous group. In order to advance RV theory, it will be
important to consider that women with abuse histories may differ in their negative
sequelae.
Reactions to Research Participation
Reactions to research participation was assessed to evaluate participant’s
reactions to participating in the study. This study was completed virtually via an online
survey platform, and specifically asked about trauma experiences, related symptomology,
substance use and sexual behaviors in a sample of college-age women, the majority of
whom had experienced abuse. The RRPQ was administered to monitor participant
experience, and to offer assistance in the form of an anonymous referral if needed.
Benefit-to-cost ratios indicated participants rated benefits to participating as
outweighing any costs or drawbacks. Of the 220 women who participated, 6 requested
anonymous referrals, 3 of which who had also a history of abuse. Two had not provided
their confidential ID number and their responses could not be further analyzed. Of the
four whose responses on the RRPQ could be observed, three reported that they “agreed”
or “strongly agreed” that “they gained something positive from participating,” that “they
would participate again in the study,” “gained insight into their experiences,” “found
participating personally meaningful,” and, that “participation was meaningful to them.”
The fourth participant answered “neutral” on all the questions listed above.
There is now a significant body of literature that support trauma research being
conducted in college samples (Cromer et al., 2006; DePrince & Freyd, 2004; Yeater et
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al., 2012). However, IRBs remain cautious to approve such projects, considering them to
exceed minimal risk and possibly bringing harm to undergraduate students (Yeater et al.,
2016), who might ostensibly be triggered or exposed to trauma related reminders beyond
that of their everyday life. Though these concerns are well intended, they can be
infantilizing to trauma survivors who are subject to significant reminders on a daily basis,
and do not speak to the possible benefits participants might experience even if they do
endorse negative emotions in participating. Research has shown, that despite the costs,
participants report benefitting from the research (DePrince & Chu, 2008; Newman et al.,
2006), would still choose to participate given the choice (Carter-Visscher et al., 2007),
and do not regret participating (Ferrier-Auerbach, et al., 2009; Jorm et al., 2007; Newman
& Kaloupek, 2004). Despite this strong foundation supporting trauma related research,
questions regarding how methodology might affect participation in research remain
(Newman & Risch, 2006). Results from this study continue to indicate that carefully
developed studies and which use well validated measures to conduct research about
trauma, even in individuals with prior trauma history, is ethically and safely possible.
Benefit-to-cost ratios remained positive even when conducting trauma research online,
via a computer. This finding replicates the findings by Griffin et al. (2003), in which the
authors did not find any difference in distress ratings (both of which were low) between
computer- or paper- administered tasks for a sample of community women who reported
significant trauma history.
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Study 2 Methods
The objective of Study 2 was
two-fold: 1) to develop and test a new,
interactive risk recognition and
response task and 2) test the
hypothesis that the classes of women
identified in Study 1 would differ in
performance in the risk recognition
and response task developed for the
purpose of this study. We successfully
developed an interactive risk
recognition and response task that I
tested with 19 participants.

Figure 1
Participant Recruitment

Following a series of challenges,
including onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, which resulted in a campus wide shut-down,
only the first portion of this study was completed. Analyses testing the predictive power
of class belonging identified in Aim 1 were conducted, but the limited power and sample
size imply these results should be interpreted with caution and only as preliminary.
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Study 2 Participants
Recruitment occurred between 1/8/2020 and 6/6/2020. Participants who reported
at least one instance of abuse in the larger study (i.e., Study 1) were invited to complete
Study 2 which occurred in person. Of the 123 participants, 66 indicated interest in
participating. Two participants did not provide a means of contact. The 64 other
participants were sent a scheduling link. Twenty-three women scheduled and 4 noshowed (Figure 1). Participants earned one hour of psychology course credit for their
participation. Following the completion of the study, and debriefing and after the true
purpose of the study was disclosed, participants were given the option to “rescind” their
data within 48 hours.
Study 2 Measures
Behavioral Response to Threat Task
A chat room task was adapted from Dillon and Bushman (2014) and from studies
using risky scenarios in which a character becomes increasingly more insistent and
sexually aggressive towards another over time (e.g., Walsh et al., 2012; Volkert et al.,
2013) (see Appendix I). The participants were tasked to provide feedback to two other
students (a man, Paul, and a woman, Lauren) also participating in the study, ostensibly
focused on social skills in a chatroom. Though participants were told that they were
viewing interactions in real time, they were actually viewing a pre-written automated
script. In this script, Paul and Lauren seek to solve a mathematical problem together and
but Paul becomes increasingly suggestive and aggressive towards Lauren over time. To
make the dialogue appear to be occurring in vivo, text appeared gradually.
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The participant was tasked to do two things given the stated study goal of social
skills coaching: 1) “flag” and comment specific moments where the participant thinks
Paul and/or Lauren require social behavior feedback (this was carried out by clicking on
the specific conversation text in the “chat room”); and 2) provide individual feedback for
both Paul and Lauren following the end of the conversation. When the participant
“flagged” an item in the conversation, a small flag near the relevant text became red,
orange or green, which the participant believed the other two chat room members could
see as well. For every “flagged” text, a private messaging box only visible to the
participant appeared for her to enter her comments about the specific item in the
conversation. The participant was first told that she would provide in-person feedback to
her peers following the task and to ascertain that her comments were clear enough that
her peers could take a copy with them. Once she indicated that she was ready to provide
that feedback, she was instructed that, in actuality, a research assistant would do so and to
just provide the feedback to the research assistant verbally, who would audio record her
comments and relay them.
RRPQ
Reactions to participating in the research study was assessed using the RRPQ
(Newman & Kaloupek, 2001, 2004), a 23-item measure which assesses 5 different
domains of research participation. The first three domains assess for benefits in
participating (Personal Benefits, Global Evaluation, Participation), and the last two
evaluate for costs (Emotional Reactions, Perceived Drawbacks) using a 5-point response
Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). Personal Benefits
measures individual insight and meaning linked to participation (e.g., “I gained
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something positive from participating”). Global Evaluation inquires about beliefs about
the importance and integrity of the research process (e.g., I believe this study’s results
will be useful to others.). Participation measures perceptions about the importance of
research and ability to stop at any time (e.g., “I felt I could stop participating at any
time”). Emotional Reactions assessed whether the participant experienced unexpected
and negative emotions during the research process (e.g., “I experienced intense emotions
during the research session and/or parts of the study”). Perceived Drawbacks evaluated
for any negative perceptions or regret in participating (e.g., “I found participating
boring”). Cronbach’s alpha values were as follows: Personal Benefits (4 items): .77,
Global Evaluation (5 items): .72, Participation (4 items): .64, Emotional Reactions (4
items): .86, Perceived Drawbacks (6 items): .89.
Coding
Flags
First, flags were coded for valence: positive, negative, or neutral. Positive flags
from the participant indicated that she is validating or encouraging her peers to continue
in the behavior already demonstrated (e.g., “good job,” “that was nice of you to say”).
Negative flags indicated that the participant is condemning or asking the peers to stop or
modify their behavior (e.g., “That’s inappropriate,” “I think you should back off,” “Just
agree and move on”). Finally, neutral flags are comments that are unrelated to either chat
room peer behavior (e.g., “This task is so hard!,” “I like pool too!”) or unsure whether the
comment belongs in red or green category (e.g., “Not sure where you are going with
this”; “This could be misconstrued”). To whom the flag is directed was also assessed.
The recipient of the flag was determined by which text had been selected. If the flag next
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to the man’s text bubble was selected (e.g., red), then the comment was attributed to the
man, and if the flag next to the woman’s text bubble was selected, then the comment was
attributed to the woman.
Time to First Paul Red Flag
Risk recognition was measured by assessing the time taken (using a time stamp)
for the participant to provide a specifically negative “flag” in which they are indicating
for the behavior to stop or change (see coding section for more details on what warrants a
negative vs. positive flag) towards the male participant. Risk response was further
assessed by how many total “flags” the participant provided, to whom the flag was
directed towards (i.e., man or woman) and the qualitative content of the “flag” (e.g.,
corrections, coaching, advice, approval, etc.).
Qualitative Feedback
As mentioned above, the participant ultimately produced two different feedback
contents, one which was supposed to be directed at the other two peer participants via
chat comments (feedback via chat), and the other to the researcher for the researcher to
provide the feedback to peers (feedback via researcher). Both of these feedbacks were
qualitatively coded. A coding system was developed based on the transcripts of the
feedback session. This bottom-up approach generated themes from observations, and of
which researchers had no prior expectations but rather develop directly from the transcripts
(Campbell & Ahrens, 1998; Braun & Clarke, 2006).

Difference Between the Two Feedbacks
A comparison was carried out to determine whether the two types of feedback
were significantly different from each other in terms of the presentation of the feedback.
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Study 2 Procedures
Participants for Study 2 were invited to complete a behavioral task in which they
had been randomly selected to be the “coach”. Consent procedures included another
consent quiz administered by the researcher to ensure understanding of the research
process. Participants had two chances to pass the quiz. If they failed the consent quiz after
two attempts, the researcher apologized and explained they were not eligible for the study.
Following consent procedures, participants were oriented towards the chat room task on
the computer.
First, explanation about their role as the “coach” and orientation to the chat room
was provided, following which participants had the opportunity to practice and familiarize
themselves with the online environment (e.g., using the flags, orienting to the exit button)
in an “ice breaker” conversation. It was explained that the “coach” was to provide feedback
on social skills, whether it be positive, negative or neutral, to the two students conversing
in the chat room by way of ‘flags’ and text boxes. The purpose of the colored flags was to
provide a rapid medium for the participant to provide feedback, which are allegedly shown
in real time to the other two chat members. Once a flag was selected, participants had ten
seconds to cancel or change its color. The participant was also able to (but not obligated)
provide text feedback for each flag they selected. Once the participant expressed
understanding and readiness to continue, they were oriented towards the main chat room
in which the main task occurred.
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Once the chat room conversation ended, the participant was provided up to five
minutes of extra time to edit and finalize their flag related comments. They were instructed
that they would provide the feedback directly in a face-to-face conversation with the two
other peers who were participating in adjacent rooms. After those five minutes, or when
the participant was ready, they were informed that in fact, the lead researcher would
provide the feedback in their place would simply audio record their feedback. After the
oral feedback was provided, participants were debriefed about the actual purpose of the
study and informed that there were no other students. Once debriefed, they were asked
about the believability of the study and whether any skepticism affected their responses.
As a last task, the participant was administered the Response to Research Participation
Questionnaire (RRPQ, Newman et al., 2001) to assess reported cost–benefit ratio for
participation in the research project. Participants were also provided with a list of on- and
off- campus confidential resources as well as the option to be referred to Pioneers C.A.R.E.
Finally, once they had expressed a full understanding about the true purpose of the study,
they were offered 48 hours to rescind their data if they no longer consented to participating.
COVID-19 Update
The original design of this study involved in person participation. Approximately
half-way through data collection, the pandemic COVID-19 resulted in campus shutdown.
Following this closure, Study 2 was moved online. Consenting procedures remained
identical but were completed via zoom. Once consenting procedures completed,
participants were sent a link and login information to access the chat room. Participants
shared their screens with the researcher to facilitate login in and in providing instructions.
The researcher walked the participant through the “ice breaker” task as with the in-person
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procedures and answered any clarifying questions before beginning the actual task.
Participants were informed that following the task, they were to provide feedback via a
zoom video conference call. Once the task began, participants were told that the
researcher would minimize their screen and not monitor the exchange to avoid
influencing their response but that they remained available for any questions or concerns.
Once the task completed, procedures remained the same as in-person, but participants
were invited to complete the RRPQ online and sent virtual resources via the zoom
platform.
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Study 2 Results
Study 2 Participants
Nineteen women aged between 18 and 28 years old (M = 20.2, SD = 2.23)
participated in this second study. Most participants were first year students (32%), 26%
were juniors, 21% were sophomores, and 21% were seniors. A majority identified as
white (79%), 11% as Other, 5% as Asian/Pacific Islander, 5% as Black or African
American, and 1% as Native American or Alaskan Native. Fourteen percent identified as
being of Hispanic or Latino origin. All participants successfully completed the chat room
task. Two transcripts were lost due to file damage resulting from a faulty recorder;
therefore only 17 of the 19 feedbacks to researcher were coded. No participant rescinded
their data.
Believability and Feasibility of the Task
All participants reported that they believed the task and exchange to be real. Half
of the participants expressed some skepticism about whether the two other participants
were confederates, but no one questioned whether or not the chat room actually occurred
in vivo, or whether the chat room environment was real (i.e., as opposed to a software
mimicking as one). For those participants who did endorse some skepticism, all reported
that they answered as if the task were real, “just in case”. All participants were able to use
the flags and comments successfully, and none expressed confusion or problems in using
the environment. There were no differences in carrying out the task in-person or online.
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Revictimization History and Class Belonging
Eleven women reported abuse only and 8 revictimization. Twelve women in the
sample reported more than one type of abuse, or polyvictimization. While all three
classes were represented, there were only two participants from the “high symptom”
group (Table 8).
Table 8
Class Membership and Associated Abuse Experience
Group
Low Symptom
Medium Symptom
High Symptom
Total

Abuse only

RV

Total

8
1
2
11

2
6
0
8

10
7
2
19

Polyvictimization
No
Yes
5
5
1
6
1
1
7
12

Chat Room Task
Flags
On average, participants provided 56.74 flags (SD = 22.29), 30% of which were
green, 50% were red, and 20% were orange. Paul received substantially more red flags
than Lauren, while Lauren received the majority of the green flags. Of note, both Paul
and Lauren received an equal amount of orange flags (Table 9).

Table 9
Percent of Flags Provided
Paul
Lauren

Red (n)
86 (24)
14 (4)
100 (28)

Orange (n)
50 (6)
50 (6)
100 (12)

Green (n)
29 (5)
71 (12)
100 (17)
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Total (n)
61 (35)
39 (22)
100 (57)

Time to First Paul Red Flag
Participants flagged the first red flag towards Paul, the male participant, on an
average of 251.21 seconds (SD = 227.52) after the beginning of the task. Comments that
warranted the first red flag are listed in Table 10. Only one participant went back to flag
an earlier comment as “red.” For that participant, and for the purposes of this study, the
time of the first flag is what is reported, not the one she went back to select later.
Independent sample t-tests were conducted to examine whether participants differed in
response time (i.e., time to Paul red flag) based on abuse history (i.e., RV vs. no RV).
There were no differences between the groups (t(17) = .79, p = .44).
Table 10
Comments Warranting First Red Flag to Paul
Paul Comment
I like short girls even if they can’t
handle the stick all that well ;)
was the stick too big for you?
trust me I know ;)
no worries, I'm good at it
youre the one who brought it up
Have you ever played pool?
you see what you *want* to see
well that's ok
that's dumb

n
6
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

In general, Paul was the recipient of the first red flag in the conversation 68% of the time,
while Lauren was 32% of the time.
Qualitative Feedback
Eight themes were identified during coding. The coding manual was developed
based on the feedback to researcher. A random subset of transcripts were selected to
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identify thematic categories. This approach resulted in the identification of eight themes.
All transcripts were coded, and a second rater double coded 50% of the transcripts
separately to ensure the reliability of the coding system (kappa ranged from .7 to 1).
Transcripts were coded in random order. Any differences between the coders were
resolved in consensus coding. Themes were coded as present or absent. Both the
feedback via researcher and the feedback via chat were coded with the same coding
manual, and were then compared. For clarity, results are presented in (Table 11).
Paul is Inappropriate
This theme comprised of comments clearly stating that Paul was rude,
inappropriate and/or sexual. In order to be captured in this theme, the feedback had to
include negative terms in which it was made clear that Paul was not just disagreeable but
disrespectful, aggressive, and/or inappropriate (e.g., “getting rapey,” “inappropriate,”
“gross”).
Social Skills for Paul
Comments towards Paul also often offered concrete recommendations and
observations on how he could change his behavior. These ranged from neutral
observations and action items such as “you are off-topic,” “ask what the other person
thinks,” or “avoid generalizing” to more overt criticism of his interactions without
labeling it as inappropriate, such as “you’re being condescending/cocky,” “you’re being
dismissive,” or “you’re putting Lauren down.”
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Paul Positives
The feedback encompassed in this theme included those that mentioned Paul
being nice, helpful, and/or funny. Examples of such comments included “you are being
nice and comforting!,” “good reassurance,” or “very kind”.
Lauren Positives
Comments within this theme included positive feedback for Lauren, such as
validating her experience (e.g., “I am so sorry you had to go through that”), praising her
for staying on track with the math task (“good job getting back on track”), or praising her
for speaking up (e.g., “well done standing up for yourself!”).
Victim Blaming
The theme of victim blaming encompassed feedback provided by the participant
in which she clearly indicates that Lauren was condoning Paul’s behavior, bringing
sexual content to the conversation, reciprocating, or encouraging Paul (e.g., “you were
condoning his behavior a second ago,” “don’t encourage him,” “you are inviting him to
be sexual again”).
Assertiveness Training for Lauren
Participants often provided Lauren with specific action items encouraging her to
be more assertive and to stand up for herself. Comments that were captured in the theme
encouraged behaviors such as avoiding apologizing or putting herself down, avoiding
using humor to dispel the tension, and being firm (e.g., “It’s not fine!,” “Don’t
apologize,” “stand your ground”). Of note, part of this feedback also included comments
encouraging her to be more polite, avoiding engaging with Paul, and to try to focus on the
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math problem at hand (e.g., “there is nothing beneficial in continuing to engage,” “avoid
getting tense,” “caps look aggressive”).
Ambivalent
This theme captured comments that suggested the responsibility was equally
shared between Paul and Lauren (e.g., “can you guys just focus on the problem and stop
getting off topic”), that were nonspecific, vague and/or ambiguous (e.g., “dude,” “this
sounds like disagreeing but doesn't seem bad”) or stopping short of an actual criticism by
including caveats or non-assertive speech (e.g., “I think Paul's comments are funny, but
Lauren might not think they're funny,” “this might be construed as possibly offensive”).
Other
Finally, some feedback did not fall in any theme. These comments most often
directly involved the math problem and participant’s thoughts on the right answer (e.g., “I
think it goes into the top corner,” “I don’t think this is correct”). This theme also
encompassed comments that were difficult to interpret or clarifying questions directed at
Paul and Lauren (e.g., “what did mean by that?”).
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Table 11
Themes Observed in the Two Feedbacks
n
n
via Chat via Researcher
N = 19
N = 17
Paul is
inappropriate
Social Skills
for Paul

Example Response
“Inappropriate!”; “He seems rapey!”;
“Gross and rude”
“Came off a bit cocky”; “Don’t
generalize”

19

17

18

11

Paul Positives

15

11

“Friendly”; “Nice and supportive”

Lauren
Positives

18

14

“Keeping focused”; “I’m sorry you’re
going through this”; “Good job
standing up for yourself!”

Victim
blaming

10

12

“Why are you fueling the fire”;
“Shouldn’t play along”

Assertiveness
Training for
Lauren

13

10

Ambivalent

12

8

Other

8

3

“It's not fine, you can tell him he is
making you uncomfortable”; “set
your boundaries!”
“A little forward for an online chat”;
“Is this wanted?”; “I think the both of
you are off-topic”
“I think this [solution] is wrong”;
“What do you mean?”

Difference Between the Two Feedbacks
A series of McNemar Test analyses were conducted to compare the presence and
absence of each theme between the two feedback formats. The McNemar test is used to
compare two dichotomous variables between two related groups. There were no
differences between the feedback via chat and feedback via researcher (Table 12).
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Table 12
Difference Between the Two Feedbacks
N
Victim blaming
17
17
Assertiveness Training for Lauren
17
Paul Was Inappropriate
17
Social Skills Training for Paul
17
Paul Positives
17
Lauren Positives
17
Ambivalent
17
Other
a
is a constant, everyone endorsed Paul Was Inappropriate

p
.453
1.00
.a
.063
.625
.625
.375
.125

Class Membership and Feedback
Class Membership vs. Feedback via Researcher
As mentioned above, there was very little power to conduct these analyses and
results should be considered to be preliminary and interpreted with caution. Theme
presence in feedback to researcher was examined (Table 13).
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Table 13
Percentage of Participants Who Endorsed Themes in Feedback via Researcher
by Class
Low

Medium
n=6
(1 missing)

High
n=1
(1 missing)

% (n)

% (n)

% (n)

Victim blaming

70 (7)

67 (4)

Assertiveness Training for Lauren

60 (6)

50 (3)

100 (1)
100 (1)

100 (10)

100 (6)

100 (1)

Social Skills Training for Paul

60 (6)

67 (4)

100 (1)

Paul Positives

70 (7)

50 (3)

100 (1)

Lauren Positives

70 (7)

100 (6)

100 (1)

Ambivalent

40 (4)

50 (3)

100 (1)

Other

20 (2)

0 (0)

100 (1)

n = 10

Paul Was Inappropriate

Class Membership vs. Feedback via Chat
Theme presence in chat comments was examined (Table 14).
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Table 14
Percentage of Participants Who Endorsed Each Theme in the Feedback via Chat
by Class
Low

Medium

High

n = 10

n=7

n=2

Victim blaming

% (n)
60 (6)

% (n)
29 (2)

% (n)
100 (2)

Assertiveness Training for Lauren

80 (8)

57 (4)

50 (1)

100 (10)

100 (7)

100 (2)

Social Skills Training for Paul

90 (9)

100 (7)

100 (2)

Paul Positives

90 (9)

57 (4)

100 (2)

Lauren Positives

90 (9)

100 (7)

100 (2)

Ambivalent

80 (8)

29 (2)

100 (2)

Other

30 (3)

57 (4)

50 (1)

Paul Was Inappropriate

RV vs. no RV Feedback
Chi Square Analyses were conducted to examine whether there were any
differences in feedback content between women who endorsed RV compared to those
who did not.
First, feedback via researcher was examined. There were no differences between
groups in the feedback provided via the researcher (Table 15).
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Table 15
Feedback via Researcher by RV
X2

df

p

Victim blaming

0.004

1

0.95

Assertiveness Training for Lauren

0.014

1

0.906

-

-

-

Social Skills Training for Paul

0.235

1

0.63

Paul Positives

0.235

1

0.63

Lauren Positives

0.977

1

0.32

Ambivalent

0.486

1

0.49

Other

2.55

1

0.23

Paul Was Inappropriate

*p < .05; a Is a constant, everyone endorsed Paul Was Inappropriate

Second, feedback via chat was examined. Women who had not experienced
revictimization were more likely to provide ambivalent feedback in the chat room
comments. There were no other differences between the groups in the chat room
feedback (Table 16).
Table 16
Feedback via Chat by RV
X2

df

p

Victim blaming

1.26

1

.26

Assertiveness Training for Lauren

0.224

1

.64

-

-

-

Social Skills Training for Paul

0.768

1

.38

Paul Positives

0.13

1

.72

Lauren Positives

0.768

1

.38

Ambivalent

3.909

1

.05*

Other

0.353

1

.55

Paul Was Inappropriate

*p < .05; a Is a constant, everyone endorsed Paul Was Inappropriate
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Reactions to Participation in Research
As in Aim 1, the RRPQ was administered to assess participants’ experience in the
study. First, the mean of each scale was computed and compared to the neutral point, 3.
All three positive scales were significantly greater than 3: Personal Benefits: t(18) =
3.284, p < 0.00, Global Evaluation: t(18) = 16.899, p < 0.00, Participation: t(18) =
11.741, p < 0.00. In the negative scales, the Perceived Drawback scale was significantly
below 3 (t(18) = -5.614, p < 0.00) indicating general disagreement that participation was
inconvenient (e.g., “Participating in this study was inconvenient for me,” “I found
participating boring”). The Emotional Reactions scale was exactly at 3, indicating general
neutrality about whether participating in research cost them emotionally (e.g., “The
research made me think about things I didn’t want to think about,” “I experienced intense
emotions during the research session and/or parts of the study”). Benefit-to-cost ratios
were then calculated using paired sample t-tests. The Global Evaluation, Participation
and Personal Benefits scales were also significantly greater than Perceived Drawbacks
(t(18) =10.33, p < .001; t(18) = 9.55, p < .001; t(18) = 4.90, p < .001), indicating that
benefits outweighed perceived any inconveniences in participating in the study. In
addition, the Global Evaluation, Participation, and Personal Benefits scales were
significantly greater than the Emotional Reactions scale (t(18) = 5.917, p < .001; t(18)
=5.372, p < .001, t(18) =2.269, p < .05; respectively) indicating that the benefits of
participating outweighed any emotional costs. Once debriefing was completed, several
women expressed shock that the task was not real, and excitement about the true purpose
of the study. No participant rescinded their data or asked for a referral to be completed
via Pioneer Care.
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Study 2 Discussion
The purpose of this second aim was to develop and test a new interactive method
to measure risk recognition and response. The task was adapted from Dillon and
Bushman (2014) and from studies using risky scenarios in which a character becomes
increasingly sexually aggressive over time. The purpose of this new task was to create a
more externally valid, interactive environment to measure risk recognition as well as risk
response. In addition, it sought to address limitations identified in previous risk
recognition tasks in which participants are often asked to listen or watch a vignette,
complete computer tasks, or answer questionnaires on behaviors in response to
hypothetical scenarios. This task was unique in that participants believed they were
witnessing an interaction occurring in vivo, and had the opportunity to respond directly to
the supposed individuals via virtual flags and comments, and verbal feedback.
Results suggest that the task is a promising method to further study risk
recognition and response. Participants believed they were participating in a real
conversation between two other individuals, and did not report any issues in using the
software to provide feedback. The usage of the flags and comments function, and the
subsequent quality of the data collected suggest that this method of collection accurately
captured participant risk recognition, response, and feedback. There was substantial
variability in flag usage between and within participants, and the comment box provided
supplemental and informative qualitative content.
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Feedback Content
All participants eventually recognized risk and labeled Paul, the aggressor, as
inappropriate. Whether it be via “red flags,” comments stating that he was inappropriate,
or feedback indicating he sounded like a “rapist,” all women reported feeling disturbed
by his behavior. Thus, all women in the study did not have any difficulty in recognizing
risk.
Interestingly, risk recognition was only part of the story. The content of
participants’ feedback was extremely varied. While everyone labeled Paul as
inappropriate, sometimes even calling him a “rapist” or a “jerk,” more than half of the
participants also made a point to underline Paul’s positives. Unlike in the in-vivo exercise
in which participants were watching the conversation unfold in real time, the feedback
via researcher took place after the conversation had ended, and the participant had
witnessed Paul’s devolving behaviors. More than half of the feedback transcripts
provided Paul with positive feedback. A few participants expressed the intent of always
using a “feedback sandwich,” and despite being reminded that the researcher would be
providing their feedback, and doing so anonymously, it is possible that women in this
sample still felt the need to “couch” their criticism. Previous research has found that
women with abuse histories are more likely to use non-assertive verbal resistance
strategies, such as being indirect, apologizing, or using diplomacy (Nurius, Norris,
Dimeff, & Graham, 1996; VanZile-Tamsen, Testa, & Livingston, 2005). This type of
speech has been associated with concerns about the perpetrator’s feelings or possible
social threat (Nurius, Norris, Macy, & Huang, 2004).
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The theme of Ambivalence further illustrates this “couching” such that
participants not only diffused responsibility between Paul and Lauren (e.g., “you should
both stop being inappropriate”), but also provided comments that were vague (e.g.,
“dude,” “ok”), non-assertive (e.g., “this might possibly be slightly misconstrued”), or
non-committal (e.g., “I think this is funny but Lauren might not”) towards Paul. Previous
research has shown that survivors will sometimes use less forceful means of resistance
despite seeing and recognizing risk (Gidycz et al., 2008; Nurius et al., 1996), which
Nurius et al. (1996) posited might be due to the belief that active strategies are not
effective. Other research has found that non-assertiveness might be protective for women,
especially when the behavior of a potential perpetrator can be unpredictable (Nurius &
Noris, 1996). Ironically, it could be argued that the same reasoning why participants tried
to “couch” their criticism of Paul was the same reasoning why Lauren might have
laughed along or used gentler means of redirection, but that Lauren was held responsible
for doing just that.
Almost everyone stated that Lauren did a nice job or validated her experience,
such as expressing regret she had to experience such an encounter, or praising for having
tried to stay on task. However, participants still expected more of Lauren, and Paul being
inappropriate was not enough to release Lauren of her responsibility. Participants clearly
had the expectation that Lauren should have done more to curb Paul’s advances, and/or
that she had somehow contributed to it. They provided her with constructive, goal
oriented actionable steps, and coached her throughout the conversation to be assertive
and reactive. Participants clearly believed that Lauren had the power to keep herself safe
and thought that she could have. Over half of the participants blamed Lauren for having a
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part in the sexual aggression that occurred, and faulted her for going along with Paul’s
behavior. They thought she condoned his behavior when she teased back, and that she
was “going along with it” when she laughed or changed the subject. As mentioned above,
the Ambivalence theme also suggested a diffusion of accountability in which participants
ascribed responsibility to both Paula and Lauren, despite acknowledging the
inappropriateness of Paul’s behaviors.
Risk Response
Most risk recognition scenarios in the literature focus primarily on the moment in
which the woman deems the situation to be dangerous or risky, on when the man “crosses
the line.” Instead, this pilot task suggested that women have no trouble recognizing
inappropriate behavior. Assigning more responsibility to Lauren all the while
acknowledging Paul was inappropriate could speak to possible beliefs about gender roles
and an acceptance that Paul is “just being a guy” and engages in commonly observed
behaviors. Anecdotally, several of the participants expressed dismay but familiarity (e.g.,
“This sounded so familiar”) and inevitability (e.g., “you won’t win”). Interestingly,
participants varied widely on what they labeled as “green” in Paul’s responses –
sometimes participants initially labeled Paul’s conversation as “flirting” and green
flagged it, stating that it was funny.
Thus, results suggest that the story might be more complicated than whether or
not women are able to recognize risk. The chat room task brought out a nuanced and
diverse response to the scenario that revealed both strengths and weaknesses in women’s
reactions. Using an in-vivo, interactive tasks like the one used in Study 2 could perhaps
not only allow researchers to examine how women respond to risk, but to tailor
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interventions to patterns identified in their response. Current RV interventions differ
widely, and based on these results, those who target gender roles, stigma and
misinformation on sexual assault definitions, responsibility, and assertiveness might be
more likely to address possible underlying risk factors compared to those that teach only
what dangerous behavior is (Blackwell et al., 2004).
Reaction to Research Participation
The RRPQ was of particular interest given that this study was the first time the
chat room task was used. In addition, it is one of the only few interactive platforms used
to test risk recognition and response, and the only, to my knowledge, to use alleged invivo interactions. As such the RRPQ was administered and carefully monitored
throughout the study. Women who completed the study all reported positive benefit-tocosts ratios, and did not report any concerns in participating. Results indicate that,
although the study raised emotional issues for them, there were also enough benefits to
participating. Of note, only one participant responded that, if given the opportunity, she
would not participate again. That same participant also reported that she gained
something positive from participating and that it was personally meaningful.
As mentioned in Study 1’s RRPQ’s discussion, IRBs have well intentioned concerns
about conducting trauma research with participants who have abuse histories. Results
suggest that this task is a feasible, ethical, and safe option to examine risk recognition and
response. While some women expressed feeling neutral about whether they experienced
emotional reactions during the study, cost-to-benefit ratios all indicated that benefits
outweighed perceived any emotional costs or inconveniences. Anecdotally, several
participants expressed interest in learning about the results of the study, wished they
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could refer their friends, and felt that the work being done was empowering for women
with abuse histories.
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Overall Discussion
The two studies offer considerations for studying and advancing theory about RV.
Previous research examining CA and RV tend to use variable-centered comparisons
between groups of women defined by abuse history. This is an essential step to begin
studying CA sequelae, but stopping there assumes women with abuse histories are a
homogeneous group. Study 1 showed that making such an assumption omits possible
nuances based not on abuse history but on symptom experience. Indeed, when examining
a group of women who all reported abuse histories, the study found that participants
differed in their symptoms such that three unique subgroups were identified. This sample
of women with abuse histories was therefore far from homogeneous.
The extant literature suggested that more revictimization would be associated with
higher symptoms. However, in this study, revictimization was not equivalent to more
severe symptoms. It is possible that more information about abuse history would have
helped better understand this result, such that for example, those in the higher symptom
group may have had a closer relationship with their perpetrator or had more severe
intensity and frequency of the abuse, both of which has been found to predict worse
outcomes (Kendler, 2000). As an analogue to severity, polyvictimization, defined as
experiencing more than one type of abuse, was examined as a grouping variable to test
whether it could better explain class belonging and symptom experience. However, the
same pattern was observed, and there were no differences in class membership between
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women who reported a history of polyvictimization with those who reported a history of
revictimization. Thus, this study suggests that abuse history is only part of the story, and
that in order to further develop RV theory, researchers should turn to studying survivors’
heterogeneous symptom experiences. This means using more person-centered approaches
to encompass individual differences and consider how these predict risk.
Indeed, these differences in symptom experience likely also affect revictimization
risk. Examining women with similar CA histories as a heterogeneous group might reveal
unique considerations for RV theory and help explain the mixed results reported in the
current literature. As summarized in the introduction, there is substantial evidence that
child abuse sequelae is linked to later RV risk and other negative outcomes. For instance,
sequelae can be associated with impaired risk recognition in risky situations. However,
not all women who have abuse histories will experience these sequelae, which in turn
might affect how they recognize and respond to risk. Using a person-centered approach
that considers this heterogeneity might further elucidate underlying risk recognition
mechanisms and, in turn, inform more effective preventions.
The second study demonstrated that nuance can also be incorporated in studying
risk recognition and response. Indeed, this second study developed an interactive task that
expands upon previous measures and allows researchers to test not just risk recognition,
but also response to risk. Women were all able to recognize risk in this scenario, but
demonstrated interesting patterns of responses to the two other alleged participants. They
demonstrated good interpersonal and assertiveness skills and encouraged Lauren to stand
up for herself, blamed Paul and asked him to stop, and often offered compassion and
empathy with Lauren. However, they also blamed Lauren for Paul’s behavior, sought to
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find good qualities in Paul, and believed that Paul’s sexual aggression did not absolve
Lauren from her responsibility to do more to stop the abuse.
Findings from these two studies illustrate the need for methods that permit the
identification of patterns of experiences within subgroups of women survivors of
violence, as well methods to capture “the dynamic relationships leading to and stemming
from violence exposure” (p. 390, Nurius & Macy, 2008). Indeed, these results suggest
that being able to explore individual differences in women’s symptom experiences and
responses to risk might provide a valuable avenue for RV theory and inform the
development of more effective interventions. Using “pattern-centered” methods (Nurius
& Macy, 2008) in this study allowed for dialectics previously unobserved: women with
RV histories did experience more symptoms than some of their counterparts without such
a history, but they were not the ones with the highest symptoms either; women were able
to recognize that Paul was dangerous, but also engaged in victim blaming towards
Lauren. Using such methods can then inform the development of interventions for
women within the same group.
It would be interesting to test how the three groups identified in Study 1 would
perform in Study 2. Examining whether the identified groups differ in recognition
performance could inform a new, class-based approach to understanding RV, and provide
potentially important avenues for future research, including for guiding longitudinal and
prevention studies. Differences in performance would also shed more light on risk
recognition as a construct, and how it might relate to different sequelae.
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Reactions to Research Participation
There is now a significant body of literature that support trauma research being
conducted in college samples (Cromer et al., 2006; DePrince & Freyd, 2004; Yeater et
al., 2012). However, IRBs remain cautious to approve such projects, considering them to
exceed minimal risk and possibly bringing harm to undergraduate students (Yeater et al.,
2016), who might ostensibly be triggered or exposed to trauma related reminders beyond
that of their everyday life. Though these concerns are well intended, they can be
infantilizing to trauma survivors who are subject to significant reminders on a daily basis,
and do not speak to the possible benefits participants might experience even if they do
endorse negative emotions in participating. Research has shown, that despite the costs,
participants report benefitting from the research (DePrince & Chu, 2008; Newman,
Risch, & Kassam-Adams, 2006), would still choose to participate given the choice
(Carter-Visscher et al., 2007), and do not regret participating (Ferrier-Auerbach, Erbes, &
Polusny, 2009; Jorm et al., 2007; Newman & Kaloupek, 2004). Despite this strong
foundation supporting trauma related research, questions regarding how methodology
might affect participation in research remain (Newman & Risch, 2006).
Here, benefit-to-cost ratios remained positive throughout. Six women out of 220
requested an anonymous referral after completing study 1. Of note, half of those who
requested a referral had not reported abuse and half had. This result hints at the evidence
that a history of abuse does not equate to worse reactions in research compared to no
history (Cromer et al., 2006).
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Thus, results indicate that a carefully developed study that uses well validated
measures and alternative methods, such as online software and computer administered
tasks, is ethically and safely possible, even with individuals with prior trauma history.
Limitations and Future Directions
Results from Study 1 revealed that women with CA histories experienced
negative CA sequelae differently. Three groups emerged, one of which had a lower
number of participants, which indicates that despite the smaller sample size, there was
meaningful heterogeneity. However, it will still be important to test these findings in the
community and with larger samples of women, to further elucidate how women differ in
their symptom experience.
Study 1 showed that RV does not always equate to higher symptoms. It is
possible that RV might contribute to higher symptoms in other areas. Sequelae used in
Study 1 were identified in the literature and were primarily psychological and
interpersonal in nature. However, negative CA sequelae linked to child abuse can also
encompass physical health. It would be interesting to see whether the three groups
identified also differed in their experience of physical health, or how physical health
symptoms mapped on to psychological health. Perhaps the “low symptom” and “medium
symptom” groups might report higher numbers of physical ailments that are not
recognized here.
Moreover, future studies should also consider protective factors to help
understand results. Analyses here included social support, which was higher in the “low
symptom” group compared to that of the “medium symptom” group and the “high
symptom” group. Other protective factors, such as response to disclosures of the abuse
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and service use (Ullman, 2021) might help understand why the “high symptom” group
did not equate to more abuse experiences.
The interactive chat room task developed for Study 2 can be tested with larger
samples, which would also allow for more meaningful comparisons such as between
response times (using time stamps), flag frequency, and examining different forms of
risk. In addition, it could be of interest to create norms for the risk scenario in order to
better and more meaningfully compare time stamps. For example, determining a “turning
point” with which to compare participant performance could be informative. It would
also be very interesting to see how themes and flags evolve as a function of time.
Moreover, the script of the task can be edited, allowing for the opportunity to study
additional constructs within the task environment.
The comparison between feedbacks was not productive in Study 2. Changing the
instructions to indicate that comments are being read “live” could possibly better capture
the social dynamics involved in managing risk, especially if the participant believes they
are to meet both Paul and Lauren at the end of the task. Comparing these comments to the
feedback to researcher after the participant is certain they will not meet with the other
two students might produce more meaningful results. In addition, a different approach to
coding might reveal additional differences, such as focusing on language style,
assertiveness, and directness as opposed to just content.
After the COVID-19 pandemic, the study shifted to online. The initial purpose of
having two feedbacks (i.e., feedback via chat and feedback via researcher) was to assess
whether women would differ in their feedback delivery when they knew they would meet
the participant vs. when they did not. Once the study shifted online, women believed they
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would participate in a video conference, which might feel more remote than an in-person
meeting. There were not enough participants to assess for any differences in feedback
before and after the shift to online, but there is research indicating differences in having a
conversation with someone about harassment via telehealth vs. in person (Kim, 2017).
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Final conclusions
There is substantial evidence that a CA-RV link exists, but this research has
struggled to lead to efficacious interventions. Most projects use variable-centered
methods to test only a few correlates at a time, and group women by abuse history to
compare outcomes. Relatively little attention has been given to the heterogeneity among
abused women, which has limited the field’s ability to advance theory and identify
mechanisms to target in interventions. This study demonstrated that, despite similar CA
histories, women experience negative CA sequelae differently. This heterogeneity in
negative CA sequelae will be important to advance RV theory and further elucidate the
CA-RV link. In addition, the majority of RV research has sought to explain the CA-RV
link by positing that survivors have impaired risk detection skills. Little research has
examined women’s response following risk detection. This project developed and tested a
task that would allow for the observation of response to risk in an ethical manner. Results
indicate that detection is only part of the story, and that women can successfully detect
risk and still respond in problematic or nuanced ways. More research is warranted to
continue examining these complex responses, and to test how symptom experience and
latent class membership relate to response to risk. Advances in RV theory will require
incorporating such nuances in order to help inform more effective interventions.
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Appendix
Chat Room Task
The participant will be asked to observe a supposedly live chat conversation between two
students who are solving a math problem using the chat room. The participant will be
asked to monitor the social interactions of the students and “flag” any instances within
the conversation that she feels deserves feedback, whether that be positive or negative.
Finally, the fictional chat room members have been given a math problem (the billiard
ball problem) to solve which appears at the top of the chat room window. Below is a
snapshot of what the chat room might look like.
Instructions: Your job is to observe the other two students trying to solve a math problem
together using this online chat platform and be their social skills “coach.” Please monitor
their behavior and flag anything you think might need feedback (for example, you notice
someone not letting the other take a stab at solving the problem, you want to tell someone
to be more polite, you appreciate someone being friendly, etc.) . Whenever someone says
something you think deserves a comment, please “flag” that specific line by clicking on
the small flag next to the speech bubble. The flag will appear red for everyone in the chat
room. When you flag a text bubble, a small comment window will appear for you to type
any comments you might have. No one else sees these comments until you are ready to
send them. Don’t worry if you don’t have time to type everything down! You will have
the option to add, edit, or revisit all your comments before they are sent. We also color
the flag red so that you can remember and get back to it after the task is over and finish
up. We will then send your comments to the other two students participating in this study.
You will have some time to practice using the chat room with the different features
before we start.
Note: Please don’t feel like you need to comment or flag on typos or grammatical errors
.
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The Billiard Ball problem
Please look at the billiard (pool) table below. If a billiard ball is hit from the bottom left
corner:
• Which corner will the billiard ball end up in?
• How many bounces will it take to get there?
Remember that there are pockets at every corner of the billiard table.

2
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Chat room text
Paul: Alright.
Paul: so we need to figure this problem in the next 10 minutes
you ready?
Lauren: I think so!!
Lauren: I kinda suck at math lol
Lauren: so I might not be super helpful
Paul: No worries, I’m good at it
Paul: I can help you out J
Lauren: J
Lauren: Ok so is the grid thing supposed to be a table?
Lauren: What’s billiard?
Paul: I think it’s supposed to be a pool table.
Paul: I don’t know why they have to call it billiard
that’s dumb
Paul: Have you ever played pool?
Lauren: I’ve played a few times
Lauren: I’m kinda short so I always felt like I could never handle the stick right
Lauren: (or whatever it’s called)
Paul: haha,
Paul: was the stick too big for you? ;)
Lauren: lol
Lauren: NO
Lauren: I just couldn’t really aim all that well.
Paul: well that’s ok, I like short girls even if they can’t handle the stick all that well ;)
Lauren: lol omg
Lauren: I think the ball might just end up right where it started
Lauren: ‘cause it’ll bounce off the side
Lauren: Like, where the number 8 is.
Paul: Nah it’s going to bounce off the opposite side
Paul: where the 6 is
Paul: Then it’ll probably just go into the top right poket
Paul: Pocket*
Lauren: Are you sure?
Lauren: Also
Lauren: how much does force and angle matter here?
Paul: The force and angle of what??
Lauren: Of, like,
Lauren: the stick thing hitting the ball
Paul: I can tell you for sure the angle and the force of the stick thing always matters
Paul: trust me, I know ;)
Lauren: Stop being gross.
Paul: I’m not being gross,
Paul: it’s not my fault if your mind is in the gutter –
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Paul: maybe your brain is just telling you something
Paul: :D :D
Lauren: Haha
Lauren: suuuuuure
Lauren: I’m totally imagining things.
Paul: I mean,
Paul: you see what you *want* to see
Lauren: ANYWAYS
Lauren: what answer would you give?
Paul: I mean I would ask for a dinner and a movie first but I could go for it
Lauren: OMG haha no
Lauren: I meant the math problem!!
Paul: Lol ok ok
Paul: We have four more minutes left,
Paul: let’s just say it goes into the top right pocket.
Paul: It’s pretty obvious,
Paul: they’re not making this super hard for us.
Paul: Ok so the second question is
…
wait for it –
how many BOUNCES would it take,
are they for real?!?
Lauren: Lol, having trouble focusing?
Paul: Oh no
Paul: balls bouncing and angled sticks is exactly the type of math problem I get every
day in class
Lauren: haha
Lauren: it’s true they didn’t really give us the most “PG” topic
Lauren: lol
Lauren: How do we only have four minutes left?!
Lauren: Let’s just hurry up and then you can go enjoy all the pool games you want! ;)
Lauren: So it bounces once, right?
Paul: Oh yeah?
Paul: Care to join in my post research pool game?
Paul: I could teach you all about angles and will make sure you bounce more than once
J
Lauren: … (indicating typing and then does not say anything)
Paul: What? Is that a yes?
Lauren: No
Lauren: that was a little far tbh
Paul: Come on I’m just playing
Paul: I don’t even know how to get to you even if I wanted to J J
Lauren: I know
Lauren: It’s fine
Lauren: Let’s just finish this so we can both get out of here
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Paul: ok, it bounces twice actually since it goes up one then down one.
Lauren: Yeah, I see what you’re saying, first 2 then 8.
Paul: Wait what?
Paul: No
Paul: what are you talking about?
Lauren: Is that not what you meant?
Paul: Lol, math really isn’t your thing
Paul: I’ll just answer 2 on the answer key
Paul: So all this pool talk isn’t even doing it just a little for you?
Lauren: Dude can you please stop, I’m kind of sick of it tbh
Lauren: Are we done with the math problem?
Paul: The problem is that they put a guy and a girl together to work on some dumb math
exercise
Paul: that talks about sticks and balls
Paul: we’re going to think about it
Lauren: Lol
Lauren: speak for yourself
Lauren: your the one who’s going all out on balls and stuff
Paul: That’s such a chick thing to say
Paul: OF COURSE you thought it about it
Paul: don’t even pretend you didn’t
Paul: Chick are always saying guys’ minds are always in the gutter
Paul: but
Paul: this is a perfect example
Paul: you’re the one who brought it up
Lauren: How did I bring anything up?!?
Paul: Um you’re the one that was all like
Paul: ew gross
Paul: I’m just joking around
Paul: You were totally laughing and going along with it
Lauren: Oh wow
Lauren: I’m sorry
Lauren: Geez
Lauren: why are you getting so offended
Lauren: you don’t even know me!!
Paul: Trust me, I know women.
Lauren: Ok
Lauren: what does that even mean?
Paul: It means that if I wanted you I could have you
Lauren: That makes no sense.
Paul: Bitch
Paul: I could have you any way I wanted and you couldn’t do shit about it
Lauren: Ok I am OUT
Lauren has left the chat room.
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